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The Grand Tour
Your ultimate international
education experience!

Why postpone travelling until after your graduation, when you can go abroad during your
studies? With our Grand Tour programme you
can combine studying with travelling, having
fun and getting to know other cultures and
countries! Being enrolled at Stenden university
gives you the opportunity to do parts of your
study in Europe, Africa, the Middle East and
Asia. Whether you choose the Netherlands,
South Africa, Qatar, Thailand or Bali, you are
working towards getting your chosen degree
without any study delays.

Optional minors for all students

Our Grand Tour concept is based on the educational principles from Europe. In the 16th, 17th
and 18th century, young men travelled around
as an addition and enrichment to their education. They visited the main cities of Europe,
which were renowned for their rich cultural life.
This was often referred to as the ‘Grand Tour’.
The journey took months up to years.

›
›
›
›

In those days, the purpose of a grand tour was to become familiar with the customs,
values and norms of other people, to start relationships with important people in the
international field, to widen one’s horizon, to acquire knowledge and to refine one’s
manners. Travelling makes us aware of our own culture and of the culture of others. It
opens your eyes and your mind and this is exactly why Stenden offers you the Grand Tour.

What to expect?

Get involved
During your Grand Tour you have the possibility to choose a regular semester or a specific
site-related minor (2 modules). This minor is related to the circumstances of the respective
country. Moreover, Stenden university has started three Community empowerment
projects in South Africa where we adopted two primary schools in the Nelson Mandela
Township. Students from our Teacher Training course are permanently involved in the
development, improvement and implementation of lessons and teaching at class. Social
Work and Arts Therapies students are closely involved in the recently established Day Care
Centre for old-age pensioners. Also, a bakery has been set up under our supervision.
Young people from the township come to the bakery to bake fresh bread on a daily basis.

For who?
All Stenden students and students from the Study Abroad programme have the opportunity to join the Grand Tour. There are regular modules for students from the International
Hospitality Management programme, the International Business and Management Studies
and the International Tourism Management programme, optional minors for all students
and internships for students from the social studies and the teacher-training programme.

Other Minors

› International Tourism Management
minor (Qatar)
› International Hospitality Management
minor (Qatar)
Please visit www.stenden.com for the
minors in the Netherlands
Regular modules

› 2nd year International Hospitality
Management (South Africa, Thailand,
The Netherlands)
› 2nd year International Business and
Management Studies (Qatar, The
Netherlands)
› 3rd year International Hospitality
Management (South Africa, Thailand,
The Netherlands)
› 3rd year International Business and
Management Studies (Qatar, The
Netherlands)

www.stenden.com

Going on a Grand Tour means you will follow a part of your study at one of the Stenden
campus sites abroad. At each campus we work on a modular basis with an interdisciplinary
approach. Our Problem Based Learning (PBL) system is offered at each campus site. Local
teachers and students make the study at one of the campus sites truly an international
experience! There are various study options, ranging from optional minors, internships or
regular semesters. Your Grand Tour experience will be guided and supported by the Grand
Tour department.

Wildlife Management (South Africa)
Lodge Management (South Africa)
Entrepreneurship (South Africa)
Humanitarian Management (South
Africa)
› Spa & Health Management (Thailand
and Bali)
› Community Based Tourism (Thailand)
› Advanced Wine Studies (South Africa)
› Event Management (Bali and Thailand)
›	Regional Tourism Development (South
Africa)
Please visit www.stenden.com for the
minors in the Netherlands

The Grand Tour

THE OLD DAYS

Internships

› Community empowerment Arts
Therapies (South Africa)
› Community empowerment Teacher
Training (South Africa)
› Community empowerment Social Work
(South Africa)
Besides the Grand Tour destinations,
Stenden offers you plenty of chance to
also see other countries. For more infor
mation about exchange, visit
www.stenden.com.
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10 reasons why you should join the Grand Tour
You will:
› gain valuable knowledge about different cultures
› experience cultural diversity and spectacular nature
› meet inspiring people in a different country and environment
› expand your personal and professional development through studying abroad
› improve your language skills
› gain international experience, independence and organisational skills
› broaden your life experience and knowledge about others as well as yourself
› upgrade your portfolio
› take the chance to travel while studying
› have your ultimate, international education experience

Why join the
Grand Tour?

Joining the Grand Tour is adventurous, offering
education excitement and great fun while
gaining important international and intercultural skills necessary for a successful (inter)
national career. Each programme in the Grand
Tour offers unique added value to your professional and personal development.

Stenden university Netherlands

Leeuwarden has 95,000 inhabitants and is the age-old capital of Friesland, a province of
the Netherlands. The capital offers its own delights. The town centre is lively with
European department stores, theatres, movie houses, friendly pubs, museums, sports
clubs and discos. Fast, clean and punctual train services link Leeuwarden with Amsterdam,
Schiphol airport, The Hague, Rotterdam, the rest of Holland, and all of Europe. With over
20,000 Dutch and international students at three universities, Leeuwarden is truly astudent town.
THE MAIN CAMPUS

Stenden university has currently more than 10,000 students from 60 different countries
and employs 800 staff members. Stenden offers educational programmes in the fields of
Service Management, Education, Care, Economics and Engineering. Twelve associate
professorships provide the essential link between the programme and the professional
field through applied research.
Stenden university is housed in modern buildings and has state-of-the-art teaching
facilities. Our open study space with ICT and conference facilities is shaped in the form of
an amphitheatre. We also have a special ‘Knowledge Boulevard’ in the university, a library,
a hairdresser, a Grand Café, bank shop and a job agency.

The Grand Tour

Campus site ›

Stenden university
campus sites

Leeuwarden, the Netherlands,
‘Truly an international student town!’

Port Alfred, South Africa, ‘The rainbow nation’
Campus site ›

Stenden South Africa

www.stenden.com

Port Alfred, known as the heart of the Sunshine Coast, is located in the Eastern Cape
province of South Africa. The region around Port Alfred is probably one of the best-kept
secrets of the area. It is situated right in the middle of two major cities, Port Elizabeth and
East London. The nature in the area is overwhelming, mountains, savannah vegetation,
swamps, woodlands, riverine forests, sandy beaches and sand dunes. There are several
opportunities for scuba diving, surfing, golfing and many more. The National Parks Addo
Elephant Park and Shamwari Game Reserve are located nearby.
THE CAMPUS

Stenden South Africa offers an accredited Bachelor in International Hospitality
Management. The university gives students the opportunity to develop continuously
throughout their education.
Stenden South Africa is situated in the former ‘Kowie Grand Hotel’. The hotel has been
converted into a campus containing lecture rooms, PBL rooms, a library, a computer room,
dining room and student accommodation. The campus provides leisure facilities, such as a
swimming pool (only on campus Madolo’s Retreat) and space to play sports, like soccer
and volleyball. Students join many local sports clubs in the town to play tennis, hockey
and cricket.
The Wildlife module is offered at a separate campus called Madolo’s retreat. Madolo’s is a
former game lodge bordering Shamwari’s 30.000 hectares game reserve where the Big
Five roam free.
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Doha, Qatar ‘The Pearl of the Middle East’
Campus Site ›

Stenden university Qatar

Doha is the cultural and commercial heart of Qatar. The beautiful city is filled with plenty
of things to do, whether it is shopping, clubbing, relaxing, dining, or whatever other
activities come to mind. Qatar is a country, governed by the emirate, with an Arabic/
Islamic society. The daily calls for prayer are made from the minaret and the sexes are
separated in daily life. However, this Islamic state accepts and incorporates Western
culture into the society. Doha is the nation’s capital and its cultural and commercial
centre. Doha has a laid back atmosphere with an intriguing mix of old and new.
THE CAMPUS

Stenden university Qatar is the first and the only university specialised in Hospitality,
Tourism Management and Business and Management Studies in the state of Qatar. The
university is your opportunity to experience all the tourism attractions and at the same
time study for your Bachelors degree in Tourism Management, International Hospitality
Management or International Business and Management Studies. In recent years, many
new large 5-star hotels and tourist facilities have been built to meet the demands of the
rich and famous in not only the Middle East but also USA. Many large conferences and
events are being organised in Qatar.
Stenden university Qatar has campus facilities that include lecture rooms, PBL rooms,
a library, computer rooms and also include wireless internet, a games area (incl. a ping
pong and soccer table), Costa coffee on the ground floor and AV rooms for presentations
and other facilities. Residential facilities for students will be coordinated by the university
and are outside the campus in separate apartments in Doha.
Qatar has an active Student Union which organizes many activities for the student body
such as trips to the museums and competitions in the games area. They also help support
our PR department in terms of exhibitions and events in the university.
There is a multi-cultural staff which includes 21 different nationalities. The student body
also consists of 38 different nationalities of which 40% is Qatari.

Bangkok, Thailand ‘The Land of Smile’
Campus Site ›

STENDEN RANGSIT UNIVERSITY

Bangkok is one of Asia’s most cosmopolitan cities. Created as the Thai capital in 1782 by
the first monarch of the present Chakri dynasty, Bangkok is a national treasure house and
Thailand’s spiritual, cultural, political, commercial, educational and diplomatic centre.
Bangkok exceeds 1,500 square kilometres in area. It is home to one-tenth of the country’s
population with approximately 11 million people living in Bangkok. Major tourist attractions include astonishingly beautiful Buddhist temples, palaces, timeless ‘Venice of the
East’ canal and river scenes, the famous Floating Market, classical dance extravaganzas,
and numerous shopping centres.
THE CAMPUS

Stenden Rangsit University offers you one of the most suitable places to study
International Hospitality Management and its country related minor Spa & Health
Management. The natural hospitality of the Thai people is so great, you will not experience it anywhere else! Stenden Rangsit University is based at the Rangsit University
campus, one of Thailand’s leading private universities. With just over 16,000 students the
campus has become a popular choice amongst both Thai and foreign students. Its atmosphere resembles that of an American university with lots of trees, lakes and walking areas.
You will find Rangsit just north of Bangkok.
Rangsit University has many facilities and service centres to serve the various needs and
requirements of its students, for example a library, a medical centre, a bookstore, a
lunchroom and housing facilities and wireless internet. These provide the basic needs of
the students necessary for an environment conducive to learning and to promote an
enjoyable stay during your study.

Campus site > Stenden university Bali

Bali is part of the Republic of Indonesia and is famous for its beautiful landscape. There
are lots of breathtaking views for the innocent eye to capture like grand tropical forests,
smooth crater lakes, wild flowing rivers and deep ravines, picturesque rice terraces and laid
back villages, and fertile vegetable, fruit and flower gardens. A chain of six volcanoes,
stretches from west to east and assures the farmers of a year-round sufficient water
supply for their crops due to the more regular rainfall in the higher located mountain
regions. The beaches in the South consist of white sand, beaches in other parts of the
island are covered with gray or black volcanic sand.

The Grand Tour

Indonesia, Bali, ‘The Island of the Gods’

Bali’s population has grown to over 3 million people the overwhelming majority of which
are Hindus. However, the number of Muslims is steadily increasing through immigration of
people from Java, Lombok and other areas of Indonesia who seek work in Bali. Most
people live in the coastal areas in the South, and the island’s largest town and administrative center is fast growing Denpasar with a population of now over 370,000.
The campus

www.stenden.com

At the campus on Bali you will be welcomed in a pleasant, relatively small study environment with a friendly, family like atmosphere. A place that feels like home from the very
first moment on. We provide you with everything you need to become the best in your
field.
The Bali campus has a lot of facilities, like fully airconditioned practical rooms, PBL rooms
and lecturing rooms. There is free WiFi, a library, a computer lab, canteens and kitchens.
There is superior accommodation for students in a very strategic location with a swimming
pool, restaurant with WiFi facility, and a gym. It is located only 10 minutes from the
Kuta/Legian area (the center of tourist attraction) and 10 minutes walking to the beach.
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South Africa

Qatar

Advanced Wine Studies

This minor semester is only for the true enthusiasts of wine. Explore the past, present and
tomorrow of an industry as old as humankind. Stenden South Africa, in partnership with the
prestigious Cape Wine Academy proudly presents a new semester that opens up formal studies
in wine and leads to the threshold of a Wine Masters qualification. At the end of this minor
you will be a wine expert and a force to be reckoned with in the wine industry. But it’s not all
about work. You’ll meet wine-makers and industry experts, attend wine tastings of natural
wines and blends from across the globe, visit winelands, and literally discover a new world in
every glass. This semester is offered only during the first semester of each year and is open for
all management students. Due to the wine, excursions, and accreditation from the Cape Wine
Academy, this semester will have additional costs of around 1000 Euros.

The Grand Tour

OPTIONAL MINORS FOR ALL STUDENTS

Grand Tour
Programmes

Port Alfred, South Africa, ‘The rainbow nation’

Tourism Development

For those students wishing to broaden their industry perspective, Stenden South Africa offers
a minor in Tourism Development. During this minor, you will learn about tourism, its development, and its future. You will focus on regional tourism development issues in the picturesque
Eastern Cape, where unspoiled nature provides excellent tourism development potential. After
three weeks of intensive theory, where you will learn all the ins and outs of the tourism supply
chain, you will be involved in actual tourism development projects. The module is open to all
management students, is offered every module, and may be combined with Lodge management or Wildlife Management.
Entrepreneurship

www.stenden.com

Open to all Stenden students from management programmes, the Entrepreneurship semester
provides a true multi-cultural opportunity. This semester combines community development
and business management principles allowing you to develop your strategic, training, and
consulting skills whilst working in a different culture. In groups of 3 to 4 students, you will be
responsible for consulting and training entrepreneurs in the township of Port Alfred. Different
workshops, lectures, excursions, project meetings, and PBL sessions will equip you with the
necessary skills to consult and train local entrepreneurs in creating and improving a successful
and sustainable business. Entrepreneurship is offered every semester; module 1 and 2, or 3
and 4.
Lodge Management

Open to all third year students from Stenden, this module provides an opportunity to learn
more about a unique tourism product – wildlife lodges. The module will challenge you to
design your own lodge and cover all management aspects related to it. Different visits to an
assortment of lodges should inspire you, where PBL sessions and different workshops and
lectures provide you with all the theoretical knowledge required. Offered every module and
may be combined with Wildlife Management or Tourism Development.
Wildlife Management

Wildlife management offers a life-changing experience. The module takes place at Madolo’s, a
game lodge close to Alicedale and situated on the grounds of the multi-award winning
Shamwari Game Reserve. Through many different excursions, workshops, lectures, assignments and PBL you will learn about environmental management in general and wildlife
specifically. The campus grounds are isolated but beautiful, featuring a swimming pool and
braai area. Offered every module and may be combined with Lodge management or Tourism
Development.
Humanitarian Management
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When you want to go in-depth into the humanitarian side of management, the Humanitarian
Management minor will interest you. The minor gives you great knowledge of the humanitarian aid work as it focuses on developing countries, dealing with conflicts and areas that are
facing disasters. You will analyse the consequences of a crisis for the country itself, and also
for the international community and your own business. This semester consists of one module
in the Netherlands and one module practical experience in the townships of South Africa.

REGULAR MODULES

International Hospitality Management
Second and third year IHM students have the opportunity to follow regular IHM modules.
The content of the modules in South Africa may differ slightly as Stenden South Africa does
not have a learning hotel, but organizes dinner functions regularly in which also IHM students
participate. The second year modules open for Grand Tour are Controlling & Evaluating and
Planning. These are offered in semester 2 only. The third year strategic semester is offered
every semester period and provides excellent opportunities to boost your management skills
with lots of autonomy for each head of department, especially in semester 1 as groups are
small. The third year application training takes place off campus in a true wildlife lodge.
INTERNSHIPS

Community empowerment
Get involved in the implementation of new projects in the townships of Port Alfred and
assist in the development and improvement of the day-to-day life. Third year Art Therapy
(CT), Social Work (SPH) and Teacher Training (PABO) students have the opportunity to
become actively involved with the daily worries and activities of the inhabitants of the
township in Port Alfred.
For Arts Therapy students, the most important focus is to implement your theoretical
knowledge into practical experience. During each module you will either work on a short
assignment or on one big assignment in two modules. An example of an assignment is to
design a programme for abused children and implement it in your project. Furthermore you
will have lessons to educate you about the history, culture and language of South Africa.
Social Work students have the opportunity to be closely involved in the day care centre for
old-age pensioners or for children. You can work in and with voluntary organisations, such
as clinics for mentally disabled children and/or in governmental clinics for people with HIV
and AIDS. You will spend a few days per week working in the townships and a few days per
week working on assignments, reports and participating in workshops at the campus.
Students from Teacher Training will mainly work at primary schools, and at the activity
centre. You will be educating children in previously disadvantaged schools which will definitely challenge all your abilities. Besides three days practice, you will also work on assignments and prepare the lessons for the school days during the other two days. Examples of
assignments are: designing computer lessons for the teachers at the primary schools.
Furthermore you will have lectures and workshops to educate you about the history, culture
and language of South Africa.

programme 	period 	places	

duration

Regular modules

2nd year IHM modules
3rd year IHM modules

February
Aug. & February

unlimited
unlimited

20 weeks
20 weeks

every module*
every module*
August
every module*
Aug. & February
November & May

24 per module
24 per module
24 per semester
24 per module
24 per semester
35 per semester

20 weeks
20 weeks
20 weeks
10 weeks
20 weeks
10 weeks

Aug. & February
Aug. & February
Aug. & February

10 per semester
10 per semester
10 per semester

20 weeks
20 weeks
20 weeks

Minors

Wildlife Management
Lodge Management
Advanced Wine Studies
Tourism Development
Entrepreneurship
Humanitarian Management
Internships

Community empowerment AT
Community empowerment CT
Community empowerment TT

*) Please note that we may change the sequence in which you follow the Wildlife and/or
Tourism Development module, to properly spread the amount of students in each group.
Please check our website www.stenden.com for up to date information on the costs.

REGULAR MODULES

International Business and Management Studies
In your second and third year, you have the opportunity, to study a semester at our
campus in Qatar whilst following the regular IBMS modules. The content of the modules
at our campus site in Qatar are based on the knowledge and expertise of the IBMS programme and are similar to the modules that are given at our Dutch campus site. They
contain a well-balanced mix of theory and practical activities and are facilitated in a
practical learning environment. Modules include interactive lectures and workshops.

The Grand Tour

Doha, Qatar, ‘The Pearl of the Middle East’

OPTIONAL MINORS FOR IHM AND ITM

International Hospitality Management & International Tourism Management
In your third year, you have the opportunity, to study a semester at our campus in Qatar.
International Hospitality Management students have the option to follow an International
Tourism Management regular semester as a minor. International Tourism Management
students can follow an International Hospitality Management semester as a minor. The
content of the semesters at our campus in Qatar are based on the knowledge and expertise of the IHM and ITM programme. Modules include Problem Based Learning, interactive
lectures, workshops and assignments. The content of the semesters differ per intake,
please consult with your Grand Tour contact person. An intake interview is required.
programme 	period 	places	duration

Aug. & February
Aug. & February
Aug. & February
Aug. & February

unlimited
unlimited
unlimited
unlimited

2 modules of 10 weeks
2 modules of 10 weeks
2 modules of 10 weeks
2 modules of 10 weeks

Please check our website www.stenden.com for up to date information on the costs.

www.stenden.com

2nd year IBMS modules
3rd year IBMS modules
3rd year IHM modules
3rd year TM modules
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Bangkok, Thailand, ‘The Land of Smile’
OPTIONAL MINORS FOR ALL STUDENTS

Spa & Health Management
If you want to specialise in successfully developing, implementing and promoting the
wellness and spa concept into the existing formula of international tourism-, leisure-, and
hospitality organisations, the Spa & Health minor is the right choice! This semester is
developed due to the growing demand for a healthy balance between body and mind.
With a large scale of customers and high buying power, organisations are very willing to
add and adapt to this development.
The minor emphasis on product, management and marketing of spa, especially on the
Holistic Health and Wellness concept. Topics during this semester are spa products, spa
mind & body treatments, Thai massage, spa cuisine and spa management (feasibility, shop
design & atmosphere, spa/Thai medical treatment). The important aspects of the minor
are ‘wellness’ and ethical issues in Spa & Health business.
Community Based Tourism
Get to know and live with the local communities in Thailand learning about sustainable
community bases tourism.
During this minor you will stay with the communities to learn their way of living, and
tourist points of attraction. With understanding, you will help them to generate village
economics while keeping the way they live. These communities are located in areas far
beyond the mass tourism destinations. Worldwide tourism has been recognized as a tool
to achieve wider community objectives for development and resulting in social benefits.
REGULAR MODULES

International Hospitality Management
In your second and third year, you have the opportunity to study a semester at Stenden
Rangsit University Thailand whilst following the regular IHM modules. The content of the
modules at the location of your choice will be quite similar to the modules that are given
at your own campus site. Modules include Problem Based Learning, interactive lectures,
workshops and assignments.

programme 	period 	places 	duration
Regular modules

2nd year IHM modules
3rd year IHM modules

Aug. & February
Aug. & February

unlimited
unlimited

2 Modules of 10 weeks
2 Modules of 10 weeks

unlimited
25 per module
min. 12

20 weeks
10 weeks
10 weeks

Minors

Spa & Health
Aug. & February
Community Based Tourism Nov. & May
Event Management 1
3rd module

Please check our website www.stenden.com for up to date information on the costs.

Optional minor for all students

Spa & Health Management
If you want to specialise in successfully developing, implementing and promoting the
wellness and spa concept into the existing formula of international tourism-, leisure-, and
hospitality organisations, the Spa & Health minor is the right choice! This semester is
developed due to the growing demand for a healthy balance between body and mind.
With a large scale of customers and high buying power, organisations are very willing to
add and adapt to this development.
The minor emphasis on the development, management and marketing of spas. Topics
during this semester are spas in hotels and resorts and spa restaurants (feasibility, design
menus, fitness, stress management, spa medical treatments). Important aspects of the
minor are safety, legal and ethical issues in the spa & health business. One module will be
in Bangkok, Thailand and one module in Bali, Indonesia.

The Grand Tour

Indonesia, Bali, ‘The Island of the Gods’

programme 	period 	places 	duration
Regular modules

1st year IHM modules:
Guest Experiences
Resources
Food & Beverage
Rooms Division

September 2009
November 2010
February 2010
April 2010

unlimited
unlimited
unlimited
unlimited

10 weeks
10 weeks
10 weeks
10 weeks

November 2009
February 2010
April 2010
4th module

unlimited
unlimited
unlimited
min. 12

10 weeks
10 weeks
10 weeks
10 weeks

Minors

Please check our website www.stenden.com for up to date information on the costs.

www.stenden.com

Spa & Health 2
Spa & Health 1
Spa & Health 2
Event Management 2
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Admission requirements are:
› a completed application form
› a positive advice from your study coach
› a copy of your valid passport
N.B. For the minors Humanitarian Management and Community Empowerment, an
individual intake with the contact person will have to be organised. An individual intake
needs to take place before acceptance of going to Qatar.
Please hand in the application form at the Grand Tour office including required documents
before the deadlines, or via email to grandtour@stenden.com.

Deadlines
Please check our website www.stenden.com for up to date information on the deadlines.

Information before departure
After acceptance, a series of information meetings and cultural workshops are organised
to prepare you for your Grand Tour experience. Participation to the meetings and workshops is compulsory. Dates and times will be announced after registration. During the
information meetings relevant information is given, such as:
› content information about the modules
› experiences of students
› cultural preparation and experiences
› dates of travelling
› the visa procedure
› safety issues
› costs and payment information
› rules and regulations of the campus sites
Moreover, you will receive a reader with background information about the country, city,
programmes, tips, culture shock and what to expect. The academic calendar might differ
per destination.

Visa procedure
The length of the procedure differs per destination. The Grand Tour department supports
you with the procedure. The visa procedure will be explained during the information
meetings prior to departure.

Payments
During the preparation for your Grand Tour you will receive a payment agreement. The
cost will cover the accommodation and in some cases meals. The entire amount has to be
paid in full before departure. More information is provided during the meetings. Please
check our website www.stenden.com for up to date information on the costs.

Application
procedure

Students applying for the Grand Tour have to
print the application form from the Stenden
website or collect one at the Grand Tour office.

The Grand Tour
www.stenden.com

Information about
the Grand Tour experience

Website
On the Stenden website www.stenden.com and at the intranet you can find information
about the Grand Tour, the programmes and destinations. You will also find student experiences on the website.

Presentations
Throughout the year, several presentations are given to inform you about the possibilities
to go on Grand Tour. The dates of the presentations will be announced on the intranet and
via our website. So hopefully we will see you during one of the presentations!

More information
If you want more information about this unique educational experience, please make a
personal appointment with the Grand Tour department, or send your question via e-mail:
grandtour@stenden.com.
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Stenden university international campus sites
Stenden university

Stenden South Africa

Stenden university Bali

Netherlands Leeuwarden

1 Grand Street
Port Alfred 6170
South Africa
T +27 46 604 2200

Jalan Kubu Gunung, Benjar Fegal Jaya
Dalung, Kuta Utara, Badung
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T +62 361 412 970

Visiting address:
Rengerslaan 8, Leeuwarden
Postal address:
P.O. Box 1298
8900 CG Leeuwarden
The Netherlands
T +31 58 244 11 00
Stenden university
netherlands Emmen

Visiting address:
Van Schaikweg 94
Postal address:
P.O. Box 2080
7801 CB Emmen
The Netherlands
T +31 591 853100

Stenden university Qatar

P.O. Box 36037
Al-Jeleait Street
Bin Omran
Doha, State of Qatar
T +974 48 88 116/126
STENDEN RANGSIT UNIVERSITY Thailand

52/347 Muang-Ake
Phaholyotin Road, Lak-Hok
Pathumtani, Thailand 12000
T +662 997-2222

Stenden university offers the following international programmes
Certificate course

Master degrees

English Language Course
Honours Programme (English/Dutch)

International Service Management (English)
International Leisure and Tourism Studies (English)

International Business and Management Studies (English)
International Hospitality Management (English)
International Information and Communication Management (English)
International Logistics Management (English)
Media and Entertainment Management (English/Dutch)
Office Management (English)
Small Business and Retail Management (English/Dutch)
International Tourism Management (English)

Grand Tour Department
T +31 58 244 1466
grandtour@stenden.com

www.stenden.com

Bachelor degrees

